**Daily Balancing Costs**

The market was alternating between long and short throughout the day. Trades were supporting Margin. BM Actions managed thermal export constraints in Scotland throughout the day and North of England in the morning. Trades and BM Actions supported voltage control. BM Actions supported Inertia.

**Commentary**

**SBP/SSP Vs NIV 16-Sep-2023**

- The market was alternating between long and short throughout the day.
- Trades were supporting Margin.
- BM Actions managed thermal export constraints in Scotland throughout the day and North of England in the morning.
- Trades and BM Actions supported voltage control.
- BM Actions supported Inertia.

**Graphs and Figures**

- BM Cost and BM Volume graphs showing cost and volume variations over time.
- SBP/SSP Vs NIV graph showing differences between SBP/SSP and NIV.